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Abstract
Graph serialization is critical for the evolution of graph-oriented

systems and applications. Unfortunately, there is still no uni-
versal serialization for property graphs that will cover all main
features of graph databases systems. We propose YARS-PG prop-
erty graphs serialization which is simple, extensible, and platform
independent. YARS-PG supports all the features allowed by the
current database systems based on the property graph data model,
and can be adapted in the future to work with various database
systems, visualization software and other graph-oriented tools.

Introduction
Data serialization is fundamental in data management as it al-

lows to support database exchange, systems benchmarking, data
visualization and presentation. Data serialisation is very impor-
tant for several reasons: it simplifies translation into other data
formats; it enables automatic data processing; makes easier to com-
pare databases, because the same data can be shared between sys-
tems; it is essential to foster the interoperability of heterogeneous
databases; it results in a simpler backup method; other processing
and visualization tools can read the data.

Position Statement
Graph serialization is nothing new. The lack of a specific Prop-

erty Graph [4] data model directly affects the development of
other components, including query languages and serialization for-
mats. Although there are some graph data syntaxes available (like
GraphML [1] or GEXF [2]), there is no a standard one, and none
of them is able to cover all the features presented by the property
graph data model.
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GEXF • • • • • • •
GDF ◦4 • • ◦N •
GML • ◦4 • ◦O • •
GraphML • ◦ •H • • • • •
Pajek NET • • • • •
GraphViz DOT • ◦ ◦4 • • • • • •
UCINET DL • • • • • • •
Tulip TPL • • •
Netdraw VNA • ◦4 • • • • •
DotML • • • • • •
S-Dot • • • • • •
GraphSON TP2 • • • • • •
GraphSON TP3 • ◦ • • • • • • •
DGML • • • • •
GXL • ◦ •H • • • • •
YARS-PG • • • • ◦ • • • • • •
4 no grammar N labels supported as properties
O only global definition H only in the sense of identifiers

Comparison of Property Graph serializations

Property Graphs should have a well-defined serialization in or-
der to convert data (obtained from a source system) into a syntax
that can be stored (in the same system) or forwarded (to a target
system), and then constructed again.
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Our proposal
Understanding the use cases and requirements of different people

will help define the needs and the priority of features. Finally,
on fundamentals of this, we propose YARS-PG [5] that is platform
independent and extensible serialization. Our serialization supports
all the features allowed by the current database systems based on
the property graph data model, and can be adapted to work with
various visualization software, database-driven systems and other
graph-oriented tools.
 1 <"Author01">{"Author"}["fname":"John","lname":"Smith"]
 2 <"Author02">{"Author"}["fname":"Alice","lname":"Brown"]
 3 <"EI01">{"Entry","InProc"}["title":"Serialization for...",

"numpages":10,"keyword":"Graph database"]
 4 <"EA01">{"Entry","Article"}["title":"Property Graph...",

"numpages":10,"keyword":["Query", "Graph"]]
 5 <"Proc01">{"Proceedings"}["title":"BDAS","year":2018,"month":"May"]
 6 <"Jour01">{"Journal"}["title":"J. DB","year":2020,"vol":30]
 7

 8 ("EI01")-{"has_author"}["order":1]->("Author01")
 9 ("EI01")-{"has_author"}["order":2]->("Author02")
10 ("EA01")-{"has_author"}["order":1]->("Author02")
11 ("EA01")-{"cites"}->("EI01")
12 ("EI01")-{"booktitle"}["pages":"111-121"]->("Proc01")
13 ("EA01")-{"published_in"}["pages":"222-232"]->("Jour01")

YARS-PG example

The entire YARS-PG grammar in ANTLR 4 [3] and also in EBNF
notationa has been made available in the GitHub repository [5].

Conclusions
Serialization methods are fundamental in graph data management

to support database exchange, benchmarking of systems, and data
visualization. We present YARS-PG, a data format for serializing
property graphs. YARS-PG was designed to be simple, extensible
and platform independent, and to support all the features provided
by the current database systems based on the property graph data
model.
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